Interactive lecture by Dr. J. Jay Marino (USA). A unique event!
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It was a very inspiring meeting for directors and internal supervisors on April 5 this year. The interactive lecture by Jay Marino `Continuous Improvement Through Teamwork, Collaboration and Shared Leadership!`.

"Beautiful, inspiring and convincing

The participants are enthusiastic. "Nice," "inspiring" and "convincing" they find Marino's presentation. Of that valuation Marino can also enjoy themselves. "I have a great day," he says laughing. "I enjoy the enthusiasm of the participants. I also feel that I make a difference. "Is that why he comes back again? But Jay Marino has a "higher purpose." "I want to have a greater impact on children; an impact that transcends my own school district. I would have meaning to the Netherlands by helping schools realize their potential. Which in turn affects the children and what matters to me."

The first positive feedback from participants in their own school went to work immediately with the tips of Marino, have been coming to us in!
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